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View NW into main doline

Nice sink – mud choked

Cueva de Puerto Blanco



View SE of main doline

Blocked Resumidero



Small sink near Ranch of El Encino – needs hammer

AF 105 
painted on 
wall here



Somebody else exploring here?



Sergi and Carol in one of many Pinnacle Caves



Sergi and Carol on Pinnacle Karst



Carol at Entrance to Cueva del Puerto Blanco



Carol en Cueva Puerto Blanco





Sergi digging body tube continuation in Puerto Blanco



Sergi coming out of tube in C. Puerto Blanco





Formations in Cueva Puerto Blanco



Formations in Entrance chamber,
Cueva Puerto Blanco



Climb out of Cueva Puerto Blanco



Sergi in entrance of Resumidero de la Mina



Sergi in entrance of Resumidero de la Mina

After the first decent on rope 
we down-climbed the 4m 
vertical drop below him (quite 
spacious).



Hmmmm?  My 
head seems to 

fit….



Now all I have to 
do is get my other 

shoulder out…



Chris sketching at top of 
big pit in bottom of 
Resumidero de la Mina



Remnant karst pinnacle sitting on ash tuff in the Quilera Fie



Sergi cutting trail into Resumidero Quilera #1



Sergi at entrance into Resumidero Quilera #1



Chris in entrance into Resumidero Quilera #1



Sergi in entrance into Resumidero Quilera #2



Sergi heading into Resumidero Quilera #2



Carol looking into Resumidero Quilera #3



Carol looking into Resumidero Quilera #3



Carol heading into Resumidero Quilera #3



Sergi on other side of first squeeze



Chris coming thru squeeze into 
formation area



Chris coming thru squeeze into 
formation area









Carol in mid cave with formations



Chris sketching out of the 
formation section in the mid cave



Carol in the pools of the active 
lower section



Carol at top of nuisance drop (3m)



The passage to the nuisance 
drop is not so big when you 
are actually in it



Sergi in final chamber



Carol in final chamber



La salida de la sala ultima The exit squeeze from the final chamber



Top of the climb out the Entrance



Four days of caving and still almost clean!



Carol and Chris on New Years Eve 2009
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